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LOSING THE BATTLE



COMMUNICATIONS AUDIT

 A.A.’s primary purpose is alive and well at the group level.

 A.A.’s primary purpose is getting lost in the Conference structure.

 Information is not traveling up or down the Conference structure 
effectively or efficiently.

 In many regions, there is confusion and lack of cooperation 
between Intergroups and Areas.



The General Service Conference is Inconsistent, Ad-hoc, Tactical



SERVICE ASSEMBLIES
 NERAASA

 http://www.neraasa.org/

 PRAASA

 https://praasa.org/

 SSAASA

 http://www.area62.org/SSAASA/

 SWRAASA

 https://swraasa2020.com/

 East Central Region?

 WCRAASC West Central Region

 CERAASA - Eastern Canada Region

 http://www.ceraasa.org/en/index.php

 WRAASA - Western Canada

 https://www.bcyukonaa.org/news/westerncan.php

Little to no continuous online presence and archive of information



REGIONAL AND LOCAL FORUMS

 https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/what-are-regional-and-local-
forums – Wealth of forum reports online.



GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE

Communication is inconsistent throughout the Conference structure.

Conference structure is labor intensive, time consuming, and 
inefficient.

○ Employee effectiveness and efficiency are negatively 

impacted.
○ Boards are often working on tactics vs. strategy.

○ Huge barrier to entry for the greater, more diverse 
Fellowship.



GENERAL SERVICE BOARD

 Two AD-HOC Committees

 2018 Review and categorize in a general way the 

recommendations

 2019 1. Prepare three-year communication strategic Plan. 
2. Develop hub to coordinate external communications. 

3. Oversee implementation of the plan.

 Protocols for Class A presentations with professionals

 Media Plan to reach Alcoholics in underrepresented populations

 Protocols for public relations messaging to the general population 

and friends of A.A.

 Develop Digital Tools to reach the Service Structure



COMMUNICATIONS AUDIT

THE RED PARTS

 Many groups exist outside the conference structure.

 Gap in information transfer to GSRs. Groups connected to the 
structure are not necessarily well informed.

 Services are not well aligned to needs due to communication 
gaps.

 Barriers limit ideas and funds coming from groups.

 Poor transfer of information from Delegates to others and 
sometimes from Board to Delegates.
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What Technology can bridge this gap?

• The Meeting Guide App?
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the GSO?



COMMUNICATIONS AUDIT

THE RED PARTS

 Many groups exist outside the conference structure.

 Gap in information transfer to GSRs. Groups connected to the 
structure are not necessarily well informed.

 Services are not well aligned to needs due to communication 
gaps.

 Barriers limit ideas and funds coming from groups.

 Poor transfer of information from Delegates to others and 
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Poor transfer of information from Delegates to others 

and sometimes from Board to Delegates.

What Technology can bridge this gap?

• Discussion Board – Like the TIAA Discussion?

• Better online presence by the Delegates?

• Better online presence by the Board?
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QUESTIONS

 We need to find uniform means of getting information moving more 
quickly. Are there technologies which can allow us to create a more 
Uniform and Rapid method to move information?

 How can we use technology to capture best practices and share 
those throughout the Fellowship?

 Will the initiatives to utilize social media and interactive platforms 
such as the meeting application engage key audiences?

 YouTube ~ has 4K subscribers. Currently just PSAs

 LinkedIn – Barely a presence

 What is the strategy?

 Guidelines under development



"Public information takes many forms – the simple sign 

outside a meeting place that says 'A.A. meeting 
tonight'; listing in local phone directories; distribution of 

A.A. literature; and radio and television shows using 
sophisticated media techniques. Whatever the form, it 

comes down to 'one drunk carrying the message to 

another drunk', whether through personal contact or 
through the use of third parties and the media."

Bill W.


